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AnastasiaDate Provides Guidelines On How To Avoid Online Dating Scammers
AnastasiaDate has put together guidelines to help their members be aware of how to detect and avoid online dating scammers.
There are plenty of reasons why AnastasiaDate is seen as the leading online dating portal and perhaps
the most significant of them is their dedication to member safety. Not only can members enjoy dating
beautiful women from around the world, but they can also do that safely. The dating portal brings
attention to the existence of scammers and how to handle difficult situations when they occur.
The Chief Communications Officer for AnastasiaDate states there has been an increase in dating scams
over the recent years and it mostly happens because online dating sites do not put enough effort and
investment into preventing them. AnastasiaDate, however, has demonstrated a zero tolerance policy
towards scams. The company has made large investments towards putting together an anti-scam team
that monitors behaviour on the portal and makes sure members are aware of the risks and where to
turn when the need arises.
Thousands of members log in at AnastasiaDate each day, which makes using only the highest quality
security methods vital so the administration can ensure only genuine people get to be a part of their
member base. The anti-scam team works all hours and uses the best technology to detect any
suspicious behaviour. There is also a proactive approach to this particular issue – every member is
issued a detailed list on how to best protect themselves.
Members are encouraged to report any malicious behaviour and the anti-scam team will conduct an
investigation into the matter. If a scam has become evident, they will then take appropriate legal action
against the scammers. To make sure the portal is safe, AnastasiaDate has put in place a verification system. Every lady that wants to be a part of the site
is individually contacted; their ID is checked as well as the information they have provided for their profile. The latter is done through a video interview.
With these tough anti-scam measures, AnastasiaDate shows their dedication to keeping their valued members protected so they can have the best online
dating experience possible. That is why they are one of the most trusted online dating portals around.
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